
Exercise 1 – Constructing a right-angled triangle 

Constructing right-angled triangles and squares with GSP 

You need to be able to accurately construct a right-angled triangle to be able to carry out 

the investigations which follow. 

1. Open a new GSP sketch. 

2. Construct segment AB. 

3. Construct a line perpendicular to AB through B. 

(Select the segment and the point B, then choose 

Perpendicular Line from the Construct menu.) 

4. Place a point C on the perpendicular line and join A to C. 

5. Use the segment tool to construct BC then hide the line perpendicular line. (Right click 

on the line and choose Hide perpendicular line.) 

6. Use the A tool to label each point as shown in the diagram. 

7. Click on the pen tool and drag out from vertex B to mark the angle as a right angle. 

Next experiment by dragging each of the three vertices of the triangle. You will find that 

they behave differently because they are constructed differently. 

Does your triangle always stay a right-angled triangle? 

 

Which step in your constructions ensures this? 

 

Can your right-angled triangle be any size or in any position? 

 

Which two points behave the same? 

 

Which point or points change the shape of the triangle when dragged? 

 

8. Use the A tool to label the sides. The sides in a triangle are 

labelled with the lowercase letter of the opposite vertex so 

you will need to change the letters to a, b, and c where a and 

c are the shortest sides (or legs) and b is the longest side. The 

longest side in a right-angled triangle is called the 

hypotenuse. It is opposite the right-angle.  

 

SAVE YOUR FILE: right-angled triangle but do not close this file or GSP. 

      



Exercise 2 - Constructing a Square Tool 

1. Open a new GSP sketch. 

2. Construct a horizontal segment and label the ends A and B. 

3. Mark point A as the centre of rotation by double clicking on the 

point. Highlight the segment and point B and rotate them by 090

(choose Transform -> Rotate) 

4. Mark B’ as centre, highlight segment AB’ and point A by 090 . 

5. Connect points A’ and B with a line segment to complete your square. 

6. Construct the square’s interior by clicking on each vertex in order and then choose 

Construct -> Quadrilateral Interior.  

7. Select the entire figure (drag your mouse over the whole shape), then press and hold 

down the Custom tools icon. (Bottom left, denoted by a black triangle and three 

vertical dots.) 

Choose Create New Tool. Name the new tool Square. 

You will be able to use this tool next time you need a square. 

How do different vertices behave as you drag them?  

 

Does your square always stay a square?  

 

What is it about the construction which guarantees this? 

 

SAVE YOUR FILE: Square but do not exit GSP. 

NOTE: This Square tool will only be available for one working session on GSP. If you leave in 

the middle of the task you will need to make the tool again. 

8. Open a new sketch page. Experiment with using your new Square tool. 

Choose it from the Custom tools menu. Click, move the mouse from left 

to right, and click again. Try to construct a second square below the 

first, using the same two points your tool started with, but go from 

right to left. Make sure your square ‘snaps’ onto the other one. 
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Exercise 3 – Pythagoras’ Theorem 

Constructing a right-angled triangle with squares on the sides.  

1. Go to Window and find your first file right-angled triangle. 

2. Use your Square tool on the endpoints of each side 

of the triangle. Your picture should look like the 

picture at right. 

3. To measure the areas of each of the squares, click 

on the square interior and then go to Measure -> 

Area.  

4. Copy your areas into the first row of the following 

table. 

5. Go to Number -> Calculate to add the areas of the two smaller squares. Click on the 

area calculations on screen and add them. Write this in the fourth column below. 

6. Move vertex A or C and watch what happens to the area of the largest square and 

the addition of the two smaller areas. Each time, record your data below. 

What do you notice about the results in your table? 

 

 

Write a conjecture about the areas of the squares on the sides of a right-angled triangle. (A 

conjecture is something you believe might be true) 

 

 

SAVE YOUR FILE: Squares on the sides   
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Exercise 4 – Non-right angled triangles 

Now we will investigate to see what happens if the triangle is not right-angled. 

1. Open a new GSP sketch. 

2. Draw any scalene triangle using the segment tool and label the 

sides A, B and C. 

3. Use your square tool to construct squares on the sides of your triangle. 

4. Measure the areas of the three squares. 

5. Calculate the sum of the two smaller areas. 

Is the sum the same as the largest area? 

 

Write your areas below: 

6. Now drag a vertex until the sum is as close as you can get to the area of the third 

square.  

What type of triangle do you have when the sum of the areas of the two smaller squares is 

approximately equal to the area of the larger square?  

 

Use GSP to confirm your answer. 

 

SAVE YOUR FILE: Non right-angled triangle      
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